Abstract-Many diversified applications do exist in science & technology, which make use of the primary theory of a recognition phenomenon as one of its solutions. Recognition scenario is incorporated with a set of decisions and the action according to the decision purely relies on the quality of extracted information on utmost applications. Thus, the quality decision making absolutely reckons on processing momentum and precision which are entirely coupled with recognition methodology. In this article, a latest rule is formulated based on the degree of correlation to characterize the generalized recognition constraint and the application is explored with respect to image based information extraction. Machine learning based perception called feed forward architecture of Artificial Neural Network has been applied to attain the expected eminence of elucidation. The proposed method furnishes extraordinary advantages such as less memory requirements, extremely high level security for storing data, exceptional speed and gentle implementation approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancement of digital technology in the present life without involvement of the image is virtually not possible. This is often as a result of, image carries clear data in most of the cases not solely that our brain has a lot of stable structure to investigate and perceive the image from a psychological point of observation. For operational perspective, recognition of an image is extremely difficult and computationally expansive downside. The challenges offered by recognition method are accuracy, operational speed, storage demand and quality in implementation. With recognition in different fields, varied applications are integrated like in healthcare, automotive, business, internet based applications and advertisements, etc. In this paper a technique is proposed to recognize the image from a database wherever it is stored and in result varied activities will outline according to requirements like just in case of image based data retrieval or in industrial automation. Proposed methodology has extension of capability of recognition for image with its outlier variations and with its partial data. Developed approach has given attention to deliver the great performance even with faults are offered with solution. This sort of quality is enormously crucial for hardware characterization wherever faults are inherent characteristics with the moment.
A. Back ground
Altogether the image recognition techniques planned and require pre-processing of image, feature extraction stage and artificial neural network for classification purpose [1] . Pre-processing is an important step that enhances the quality and produces an image in which minutiae can be detected correctly [2] . A data cleaning graph with data quality constraints is used to help users in identifying the points of the graph, and the records need the attention towards manual data repairs to represent the required feedback to clean data items manually [3] . In this paper, three major data mining methods, namely functional dependency mining, association rule mining and Bagging SVMs for data cleaning are discussed [4] . In this article, the system uses the extract, transform and load methods as the main process model, apart from these, the techniques applied to scrub the data are: parsing technique to identify the dirty data, the regular expression method for matching attributes, and k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm [5] . Organizational databases are comprehended with data of poor quality, this paper develops a framework that consists of seven elements: management responsibilities, operation and assurance costs, research and development, production, distribution, personnel management, and legal function to analyze data quality [6] . Information quality (IQ) has become a critical concern of organizations and an active area of Management Information Systems (MIS) research, the methodology which is used here called as AIMQ (AIM Quality) to form a basis for IQ assessment and benchmarking [7] . This article presents a methodology to test its efficacy through a rigorous case study and contributes two key features such as, first one is developing a 2 X 2 conceptual model for describing IQ which refers to this model as the product & service performance model for information quality (PSP/IQ), and next is integrating the IQ dimension. PSP/IQ model provides a way to compare information quality across organizations, and to develop IQ benchmarks [8] . An innovative technique is supposed to be implemented and adopted to deal with data quality issues where organizational databases are enormous, in this case the possible solution to maintain hygienic and stagnant information in the database is the conversion of preprocessed and scrubbed data into image. Henceforth do perform image recognition techniques to extract the required data. The definition for image recognition can be given as the identification of objects in an image and this process would probably start with image processing techniques such as noise removal followed by (low-level) feature extraction to locate lines [9] , regions and possibly areas with certain textures. This paper presents a real time or online method for recognition and verification handwritten signatures by using NN architecture [10] . In this work, the authors used back propagation neural network for the implementation of image recognition scenario. The proposed system performs human face recognition at a very high degree of accuracy [11] . The main focus is on frontal two dimensional images that are taken in a controlled environment i.e. the illumination and the background will be constant. All the other methods of person's identification and verification like iris scan or finger print scan require high quality and costly equipment's but in face recognition we only require a normal camera giving us a 2-D frontal image of the person that will be used for the process of the person's recognition [12] . Most connectionist approaches rely on the use of simple MLPs and the relationships between different uses of ANNs in different tasks [13] . In this paper, the authors used Multilayer perceptrons that are trained in a supervised way using a set of simulated noisy images together with the corresponding clean images for the desired output [14] . In this approach, Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) are trained in supervised way of learning, methods using a cleaning image product with threshold technical and the corresponding noise handwritten image that product from scanning with scan machine [15] .A feature extractor is designed based on Mutual Information computation. The Neural Networks is used with two hidden layers and one output layer with 3 nodes that correspond to varieties (classes) of FIG leaves. The proposal technique is a tester on a database of 84 images leaves with 28 images for each variety (class) [16] . In this work, the authors used Image Receptive Fields Neural Network (IRF-NN) for image recognition [17] . By the character of the Hopfield neural network, associative memory supported this mechanism will be effectively adapted for the image recognition application. It is proposed that the design and prototype implementation of image recognition through the discrete Hopfield neural network [18] . The proposed approach will recover the dirty image like fragment or an uproarious image with smart potency. A technique for applying Hopfield neural network (HNN) with grey pictures has bestowed in [19] . The quality of automatic recognition of pulse pictures within the analysis of processed pulse identification is bestowed [20] . A fuzzy neural network for classifying pulse images based on the data of consultants in ancient Chinese pulse diagnosis was designed, so as to automatically differentiate the pulsate patterns using tiny samples in pulse identification. Within the region of agriculture, [21] has given utilization in recognition for the classification of traditional and unsound wheat. The main objective of this research is to develop rule to acknowledge unsound wheat based image processing and artificial neural network. To mark the catalyst activity supported BP neural network is proposed here in [22] to complement the recognition strategies. Complications of blurred image recognition, employ a multilayer neural network based on multi-valued neurons (MLMVN) and has been measured in [23] . Use of the frequency domain as a feature space has taken, since the Fourier section spectrum of a blurred image remains virtually unaffected, a minimum of within the low frequency component, it is feasible to use phases corresponding to the lowest frequencies as an option for recognition. The proposed technique in [24] states that the dynamics of neurons are decided as well as geometrical native options obtained from the Dennis Gabor filtering then the image regions beneath resultant neural synchronization are identified. Software and hardware approach using features extracted from the wavelet transform (WT) of the image as input to a pattern classifier has bestowed on [25] . The wavelet transform will be calculated via adaptive neural network, whereas the pattern classification could be administrated by an adaptive fuzzy neural network, hence the systems are going to be absolutely parallel and distributed. Paper [26] the bagging technique is employed to get the training samples, subsequently, the discrete Hopfield neural network is exploited to get rid of the noise among the samples and associated samples, then twenty single 3 layer feed forward neural networks are designed to construct a neural network ensemble to get the recognition results through a vote. It is clearly mentioned that an information retrieval with an image from database using an image as an input taken from my phone mentioned in [27] . This paper is organized as follows: in section II, explained the proposed principle of recognition, in section III, discussed proposed recognition techniques. Section IV describes fault tolerance analysis of artificial neural network system, Section V provides experimental results and simulation. Section VI states the advantages of proposed system and finally concluded in section VII.
II. PROPOSED PRINCIPLE OF RECOGNITION

A. Basic principle: Degree of Correlation (DoC)
Suppose the interaction of two parameters takes place under diversified environments and circumstances in such cases too, the resultant outcomes must be a unique value, then this distinctive class of unique value can be defined as the degree of correlation (DoC) between the parameters. Mathematically, this can be formulated as follows:
Where Ui is external stimulus and has an established correlation with environment φ that contains parameter V, and Uj is a new test input in the same environment. This principle is also valid, if stimulus is same for different parameter available in the environment and this can be expressed as follows:
This degree of correlation can be utilized for recognition point of view in varied applications of pattern recognition, particularly within the field of image recognition where recognition process has been cascaded with automatic action as response of recognition.
B. Neural Modeling of Correlation
The above defined notion of degree of correlation can efficiently be modelled with the artificial neural networks. Let the environment obtained by the feed forward neural network architecture consists of multilayer structure with single output node and unimodel signed as activation function. Required circumstance of the maximum degree of correlation between stimulus U and available connection weights may be established by applying the learning. After having the training of weights in neural parameter, V appeared as trained weight W. The neural modeling of (2) for recognition of input image U i ' has a lot of statistical and physical similarity characteristics with image U i compare to image U j and may be outlined as
Where W i and W j are set of trained weights corresponding to image U i and U j .In fact the philosophy of learning can be defined as establishment of relationship w.r.t object and this can be attainable by iterative adjustment of neural weights in association of input information for fixed value of target. 
III. PROPOSED RECOGNITION TECHNIQUE
Recognition may be a recalling method during which past expertisation employs to classify and acknowledge the object. If the object does exist inside the domain of occurrence, then the recalling process is error free, otherwise an error value. Acceptable values of error reckons upon application. In this paper, we divided the task of recognition into two categories, namely -Forced recognition and Custom recognition‖.
A. Forced Recognition
This class of recognition is applied when a recognition decision has to be given regardless of applied input and error in the result i.e. forcibly recognition obtained from solution. Conception of decision is taken in terms of max degree of correlation among potentialities accessible with learning information. This type of method is appropriate where there is no time available to acquire the new knowledge and decision has to be taken only with available knowledge. In forced recognition wherever the decision is taken in favor of things that have been learned antecedently using the max correlation method as shown in Fig -1 .
B. Custom Recognition
Here decision doesn't belong to the domain of expertization, if the object has not been learned earlier, therefore recalling may generate an error. A predefined threshold of error is used to determine the acceptability of error in recalling. If it is less than the threshold, max correlation is employed to take the decision otherwise the object will be declared as new information. This category is appropriate, wherever preciseness in result is exceptionally significant or time is available to get the learning, if the unknown information available at present or both. Working process has been shown in fig-2 . In both the cases of recognition, DoC 1 represents the obtained degree of correlation after learning.
IV. FAULT TOLERANCE ANALYSIS OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK SYSTEM
When a system design is accomplished, then the quality characteristics can be outlined in in varied ways like speed, power consumption, size, etc. Another vital parameter is fault tolerance, which exactly defines the reliable and the required output of the system even in fault conditions too. It is required to analyze the system thoroughly to know the performance, significance with respect to fault tolerance, for a given design. Artificial Neural Networks work on parallel distributed computing, so that the expectation of fault tolerance may be incredibly high. This can be the issue to know how faults in ANN show its impact on performance with the conferred principle of recognition. From a functional point of view and independently of the hardware implementation options, an Artificial Neural Networks may lead to the subsequent faults:
i. Fault within a connection or weight or multiplier ii. Fault in an input iii. Fault in a multiplier, adder or accumulator iv. Fault within the activation function Some of these faults will mask one another within the sense that it may be indistinguishable what kind of a fault is occurring. This would the case of faults of type (iii) and (iv) that produces the produces a constant kind of impact within the output and might be considered as the identical state of issues. While other faults occur in elements of the network that have connections in parallel and the impact in the output must be analyzed, in this part of the circuit the connection is serial and the effect is similar. Faults of type (i) and (iii), both include the multiplier and this duplication is measured as a result of the existence of a multiplier associated with each connection falls into fault type (i) and the existence of a single multiplier before the activation function falls in to fault type (iii). Among all attainable faults, faults with weights and connections are a lot of sense from a practical point of view, hence the analysis has been performed after that. The global model to be used and consists of faults of type stuck at +W max , -W max or zero for all the connections, wherever +Wmax is the max value that the weight can be assumed with practical effect. This model must be employed in the subsequent method: Test the effect of each individual fault by setting the weight associated with each connection to +W max , -W max and zero. Practically faults prevalence happens with uniform distribution over the connection, but with the proposed design there may be a probability to have faults in hidden layer where connections are incredibly huge (0.9811) comparable to output connections, thus the solution ought to have the robustness against faults in hidden layer connections.
V. SIMULATION
The proposed formulated principle has been applied in this paper for fixed image recognition with and without a variety of noises. In fact, it has more inclination towards application in data mining such data cleaning where the information has to be retrieved with fixed image as an input. To prove the principle by experimentation ten totally different grayscale images are taken into consideration, each encompasses a size of 512*512 pixels. Preprocessing is applied to each image in terms of normalization, noise removal etc., and dividing each image as a set of 8*8 pixel block. A feed forward neural architecture consists of sixty four input nodes, four hidden nodes and one output is created. Bias with fixed input +1, has also applied to hidden nodes and output nodes. All weights are initialized as a random number by a uniform distribution in the range of [- 1 1] . A separate learning (a fixed number of iterations equal to 5) methodology is employed using back-propagation algorithm for each individual image with the target equal to 1. Momentum is additionally applied to momentum constant equal to 0.1 to increase the learning speed and of Correlation Using Artificial Neural Networks In the test case, preprocessing techniques such as normalization and noise removal can be applied whenever any one of the trained images with or without variations has been considered as an input to system for recognition and the image can be partitioned into same size of blocks (i.e., 8*8). DoC is calculated with each set of stored weights and the absolute distinction in correlation is obtained with each stored correlation value. Position of min total difference established was considered as the final recognition of an image and corresponding action outlined consequently reckons on the nature of recognition either forced or custom. Within the forced recognition, the position with min distinction is the answer whereas the custom recognition depends on defined threshold value. Images taken for simulation to create the data set and their DoC values are stored in the same order as stated in Fig-3 .
Color histogram method is applied for comparison purpose which is frequently used for content based image retrieval applications. Reasons for extensive utilization of this approach are trivial to compute, simplicity in its presentation, and exhibit enticing properties. Color histograms do not have inclination towards spatial information with the pixels of a given color because spatial information is largely invariant to the rotation and translation of objects in the image. Color histograms are robust against blockage and changes in camera viewpoint.
Performance for distinct cases have been mentioned: Two additional parameters are used to articulate the excellence of results along with recognition performance as relative distance from mean index (RDMI) that is percentage error in recognition from mean error value with all images in the database and nearest neighbor distance index (NNDI) which is percentage difference of recognize image from nearest neighbor with respect to mean. Positive higher value for each index parameters is fine. Every image of the database has taken and recognition performance shown by the proposed method (DoC). The histogram technique has given in The result of one sample case is shown below 
B. Original Image from Database with Gaussian Distributed Noise (Generated with 0 Mean and 0.01 Variance)
This case is incredibly important for the application purpose, as a result, once images pass through channel then Gaussian noise can be applied. DoC has given excellent performance in contrast with performance given away by the Histogram method that is extremely poor as shown in table -2. This happens because of the Gaussian noise where it completely manipulates the characteristics of the histogram of corresponding images. The result of another sample case is shown below This case has taken as a result of several things wherever only a partial part of an image is offered and it is troublesome to recognize. In table-4, the performance that has shown in the result of the DoC is satisfactory and superior compare to Histogram.
The result of another sample case is shown below 
E. Analysis of Fault-Tolerance
Different positions of the faults and nature of faults are defined at random through uniform distribution for hidden layer weight connections (HC) and output connections (OC). Recognition can outline with these faulty connections for all images. Nature of faults is all the time randomly, therefore in another experiment for various ranges of faults [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15] category and place of the faults outlined subjectively. For every range of faults, the process has been repeated for five times independently to capture the more practical possibility. With 0, 2, and 4 faults, all the images are recognized successfully, whereas in other cases like 6,8,10, and 15, error in total recognition is 2, 4, 4 and 15, as shown in Fig-12 . The faults 0, 2, and 4 achieve a mean value of RDMI and NNDI is also shown in Fig-13 and Fig-14 .
To observe the impact of faults in output layer weights, three different types of faults are applied one by one for each connection (total 5) and recognition mechanism is applied to all the images as shown in Fig-15 and it puts together the terribly clear concerning sensitivity of recognition w.r.t output connection. This sensitivity is exceptionally logical and zilch uncommon as a result the final output directly depends on these connection weights. Of course, it is not a considerable issue due to 2 reasons, first the probability of fault is very less (0.1811) and second technical based particular action (like better material in connection) will be offered with these minute interconnections without disturbing the cost factor much.
F. Custom Recognition
Threshold depends on the appliance and tolerance limit of subjective demand that is outlined for recognition. The images which have a total error in DoC lesser than the threshold value are the feasible solutions among whichever, contain the min value of error taken as a final solution, otherwise it will be confirmed as new information. In the Fig-16 , the neural network has 20 faults in hidden weights and applied to recognize the image2 with threshold value equal to 4 and it is clear that the recognition is accurately defined, whereas for threshold value equal to 2, no recognition is defined and as shown in Fig-17 . VI. ADVANTAGES i. Here it is not required to store the image in its original form for recognition. Actually, only an array of DoC and trained weight connection matrix are stored for every image, therefore remarkable saving in memory requirement and less computations involved with significant processing speed. ii. Stored information is well protected by default due to ANN approach, it is almost not possible to get the correlation and weights of an image from stored database, actually whole recognition process can be taken as -blind recognition‖. iii. Robust against different kinds of noise applied in the test image due to nonlinear sigmoid function. iv. Robust against numerous faults within the system. v. Implementation is very easy and cost effective.
Properties (i) and (ii) are vital from the applications perspective, particularly for most web based applications or in data processing wherever storage, speed and security are the fundamental issues and should be attentive for rest of the options. Any abnormalities in input data will effortlessly be handle by property (iii). In hardware comprehension of proposed principle of recognition, role of fault-tolerance is an extremely vital issue to outline the standard solution. Property (iv) makes the solution sturdier against all intricate and probable conditions. VII. CONCLUSION This is extremely efficient and economical approach for recognition based on the innovative conception that is the degree of correlation (DoC) and has been presented in this paper to achieve the extensive preciseness and robustness in the results. Depending on the forced or customary recognition for varied circumstances, the quality of the solution is sustained and secured for storing information in a database that's being generated by the proposed system. It presents an idea of commencement of blind authentication in numerous applications. The proposed solution has inclination towards development of an associated application for fixed images based on image retrieval in data mining. Typically, by the comparison of image recognition and color histogram, it is noticeably quantified that the proposed solution is superior. Fault-tolerance is another advantageous feature in proposed technique which analyzes the connections with weights available in ANN architecture at various levels and it has been shown robustness against faults in input-hidden layer connections.
